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WEB SUPPLEMENT TO THE

U.S. PACIFIC ISLANDS BULLETIN

ISSUE NUMBER 52 - DECEMBER 2006

***************************************
The next edition of the Bulletin will be published in March 2007. The date it is mailed will be noted here

This - the bull52 website - will be removed on 30 December, 2007

***************************************************************************************************

This Supplement to the U.S. Pacific Islands Bulletin is intended to provide Colour illustrations of items appearing in Black & White in the Bulletin. In
addition illustrations of a whole envelope in black and white are shown in some cases where only part of the envelope is shown in the Bulletin. If you
have any comments on this website please contact me at uspibulletin@hotmail.com

There are also colour illustrations of items in contributors collections which are not appropriate to the Printed version of the Bulletin because the dates
of use fall within those shown in Robert T. Murphy's A Postal History/Cancellation Study of the U.S. Pacific Islands. The page numbers relate to
the page in the December 2006 edition of the U.S. Pacific Islands Bulletin.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BULLETIN PAGES 1 & 2

MIDWAY ISLAND:

First, to supplement the article on page 1 of Bulletin # 52, some postcards and covers showing use of the First cancellation device used at the Midway
Island Post Office. The Post Office was established on June 13 1903 with Benjamin W. Coley as Postmaster. The earliest known cancellation is Oct
24 1904 and the latest April 14 1918. The Post Office closed on June 30 1918.

A cover with a manuscript cancellation dated 6th September 1903 is shown on the front page of the U.S. Pacific Islands Bulletin Number 52.

Many of the cancellations on commercial covers and cards are incomplete. However a complete example appears on a Philatelic cover - the last but one
under this item. (The Illustrations have been collected by David Trutwin and John Wynns from auction catalogues and the internet.)
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The card below is postmarked at Midway on 4th September 1907. David Trutwin tells me that the plants shown are probably Scaevola bushes.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BULLETIN PAGE 2:

FEDERATED STATES OF MICRONESIA:

The following 9 commercial covers - posted in Kolonia, Pohnpei to local addresses, are a selection of material recently added to the stock of NY dealer
Steven G. Zirinsky, P.O. Box 49, Ansonia Station, NY, NY 10023 (SZirinsky@cs.com). The covers are paid at the local Postage rate of 22c for the
first ounce and 17c per ounce thereafter.

It is evident that the Kolonia, Pohnpei Post Offices does not hold stocks of the current 22c definitive stamps since a variety of values from a number of
different definitive and commemoratives sets are used to pay postage. The worn double circle cancellation/date-stamp appears to have been replaced
from July 2006 by a larger single circle date-stamp.
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The cover below is paid at the 2oz rate - 22c for the first ounce + 17c for each additional ounce using a 39c stamps from the Fish definitive set - now
replaced by the Bird set.

PAGE 3:

The stamps below are examples of the the Federated States of Micronesia Map stamps of 1984 overprinted to reflect the increase in postage rates in
1986. There are a variety of inverted, doubled and misplaced versions of this overprint in circulation, including some first day covers - examples of
which appeared on the Bulletin # 50. website.(same url as this website but replace 52 by 50) David Trutwin has collected these scans from dealers
websites.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BULLETIN PAGES 3 & 4

GUAM:
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First is an illustration of the front and back of a Registered cover from Guam Station #15. Only two impressions of the APDS have been reported. See
report on Page 4 - Column 2 of Bulletin # 52

Another cover from Station 15 - this one posted during the short period in 1949 when the Station was located at Palm Cliff. (See Page 4 Column 2

Below a cover from Andersen Air Force Base Guam cancelled by the Base Machine Datestamp and with a Postage & Fee Paid cachet. The cover also
has an early use of the Agana Guam Received date-stamp. See Column 2 Page 4 of Bulletin # 52.

Below another, more recent (1992), cover from Andersen AFB. The Meter shows an obsolete Zip Code - the Zip code in the return address cachet is
used for Official Mail. See Bulletin # 52 Page 3 Columns 2 & 3.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BULLETIN PAGE 4:

ENEWETAK MARSHALL ISLANDS:

Below is a philatelic cover a from the U.S. Base on Enewetak showing use of the local 'stamp' - See Bulletin # 52 - Page 4 column 3. The illustration
was provided by Fabio Vaccarezza.

Unfortunately the entry in Bulletin # 52 refers to this cover under Kwajalein - please correct your copy.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BULLETIN PAGE 5:

U.S. MILITARY GOVERNMENT UNIT PALAU ISLANDS:

This is an official cover without a postmark but probably sent in 1947.

According to Bob Murphy writing in A Postal History/Cancellation Study of the U.S. Pacific Islands, the U.S. Military Government Unit was
established on or about May 5 1947 and became the Civil Administration unit on July 18 1947. See Bulletin # 52 Page 5 Column 3.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

BULLETIN PAGE 6:

MIDWAY ISLAND

The cover below shows a WW2 cover on which the location of the sender is shown. David Trutwin, who supplied a copy of the cover, tells me this
was against Wartime Regulations.

The cover below shows the First Day use of Murphy Fig. 3.3.1d but the main interest are the cachets. The MAILED AT MIDAY ISLAND PACIFIC
OCEAN cachet is a late use while the cachet showing two Gooney Birds framing the word MIDWAY is not reported in Bob Murphy's book. See
Bulletin # 52 Page 6 Column 1.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

AND NOW SOMTHING EXTRA...

SHIPS COVERS: During the 1930's many U.S. Navy vessals indicated their location when postmarking mail.

Fabio Vaccarezza has sent the scans below of covers from his collection relating to the Eclipse Expedition to Enderbury Island in 1937. Fabio says
that while most covers were cancelled while the U.S.S. Avocet was at Enderbury some were cancelled while it was at Canton Island - see second cover
below
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Also from Fabio the front and back of a Mass flight cover from 1935. As there were no Post Offices on Johnston Island or on French Frigate Shoels
the visit is recorded by ships cancellations incorporating the Island name between the bars. The U.S.S. Wright - French Frigate Shoals cancellation was
not recorded by Robert Murphy in A Postal History/Cancellation Study of the U.S. Pacific Islands.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Another Cover from French Frigate Shoals this time from the U.S.S. Medusa. This cancellation is not recorded by Robert Murphy and neither is
the U.S.S. Porter cancellation below

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Finally a Photograph of French Frigate Shoals today - little more than a landing strip
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****************************************************************************************************************************

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


